
JACK WILLIAMS 
History Professor 

+65 XXXX XXXX • jwilliams@email.com • Singaporean 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

• Seasoned educator with proven track record in teaching and delivering courses on 20th Century History and Singapore 
Natural History, as well as assuming multi-faceted roles including senior lecturer, instructor, academic coach, and academic 
coordinator at leading schools in Singapore 

• Outstanding public speaker with strong reputation in student and peer engagement. Well-versed in using innovative 
approaches to enhance teaching and learning, particularly through collaboration and Web 2.0 applications 

• Comprehensive involvement in department and college-wide activities. Progressive leader adept at identifying and 
developing potential of students, providing professional and pastoral guidance whenever required 

• Excellent interpersonal skills towards building relationships at all organisational levels 

[This section gives a good helicopter view of the candidate. Briefly mentioning about the courses you teach, as well as your 
extra academic functions, will establish a focus of your specialisation.] 

 

KEY SKILLS 

Curriculum Development • Public Speaking • Academic Research • Innovative Learning • Educational Leadership • 
Classroom Management  

[Ensure the keywords here mirror those used in the job ad. The first round of vetting is often done by a software scanner. 
This section helps to pad the CV with key professorial phrases necessary to get past those scanners.] 

 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

SENIOR HISTORY PROFESSOR  Jul 2012—Present 
Nanyang Polytechnic, Singapore 

• Teach two courses on Ancient History, with 40 students per class, and two courses on Singapore History, with 35 students 
per class. Develop programs to improve students' interest in history and enhance their overall learning and development 
[This is a good opening line as it clearly states the focus and size of your responsibility. In 1 line, the reader knows exactly 
the what the role is about.] 

• Co-chair History Department’s search committee to identify, interview, hire, and orient candidates and new professors [This 
line and the following lines describe other academic functions you do in the university.] 

• Part of university-wide curriculum committee; assist in developing new Academic Guidelines to be adopted by entire 
campus 

• Serve as PhD sponsor for two teaching assistants 

 

Significant Achievements 
 

o Co-authored research study on impact of 20th century history on development of rural culture in Singapore which was 
published in 2014 [Cite successful researches and published works you did.] 

o Invited yearly as one of guest speakers for Singapore Higher Education Conference attended by more than 300 
professors, advisers, and university chairs 

 
HISTORY PROFESSOR  Jul 2003—Jun 2012 
Singapore Polytechnic, Singapore 

• Taught four courses of 20th Century History with 30 students per class. Developed brand new curriculum for courses to 
capitalise on current educational trends and modern technology [Simple, clear overview of the job you previously done. 
Notice also how the remaining bullet point is shorter. No need to go into deep detail about previous similar workscopes.] 

• Supervised and guided 2 teaching assistants each year who assisted in overseeing classroom activities, grading papers, and 
recoding students’ attendance 



Significant Achievements 
 

o Published 8 academic research papers during tenure 

o Developed course curriculum which was adopted by the university and set as new standard for course line 

 
EDUCATION 

Masters of History 
• National University of Singapore • 2001-2003 
 

Bachelor of Arts 
• History • University of Melbourne • 1997-2001 

 

TECHNICAL SKILLS 

MS Office Suite 

 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 

Nationality: Singaporean 

Languages: Fluent in English, Mandarin, Spanish 

Availability: 1 month's notice 

 

REFERENCES 

Available upon request 

[There’s no need to list your references; if HR is interested in you they will ask you for them.] 

 


